The mammalian nucleus must compartmentalize a genome measuring about 2 m in length into a structure that is less than 600 µm^3^ in volume ([@r1], [@r2]). To maintain genome organization, chromatin is packaged into functional domains organized according to a variety of mechanisms. At the highest level, the genome is partitioned into active A and inactive B compartments that exhibit segregated higher-order looping interactions that can be further subdivided ([@r3], [@r4]). Topologically associated domains (TADs), similarly divide chromosomes into megabase-scale units with internally restricted chromosome folding ([@r5]). TADs are also highly stable among different cell types. Structures such as the nuclear lamina, nucleolus, and nuclear pores additionally associate with chromatin and modify its activity. Epigenetic modifications also partition the genome into a hierarchy of euchromatin and heterochromatin types with differing levels of accessibility and compaction. While it has long been known that these factors cooperate to control the genome, it remains challenging to dissect how cells modify this organization and, in turn, how global changes relate to different transcriptomic states and cellular functions.

The developing mouse retina provides an advantageous model system in which to address these issues. Upon differentiation, rod photoreceptors undergo a process called "chromatin inversion" in which heterochromatin becomes localized to the center of the nucleus and the euchromatin to the periphery ([@r6], [@r7]), which is the opposite of the classic nuclear organization observed in most eukaryotic cells. Chromatin inversion was proposed as an adaptation to nocturnal vision that reduces light scattering in the retina ([@r7]). While previous studies have provided a descriptive framework for understanding rod genome organization, determinants of this organization remain largely elusive, with only the lamin B receptor (Lbr) identified so far ([@r8]).

Here, we report that Casz1 is a determinant of rod photoreceptor nuclear organization. Casz1 is a zinc finger transcription factor required for both heart and vascular development, and its germline inactivation causes embryonic lethality ([@r9][@r10]--[@r11]). *Casz1* is orthologous to the *Drosophila melanogaster* gene *castor* ([@r12][@r13]--[@r14]). In flies, *castor* participates in shaping the lineages of most neuroblasts (stem cells) of the central nervous system ([@r15][@r16][@r17][@r18]--[@r19]) and appears to act exclusively as a transcriptional repressor ([@r17], [@r20]). *Castor* is also widely expressed in postmitotic neurons in the fly, but its role in neurons has not been established.

We have previously shown that, similar to *castor*, *Casz1* participates in controlling the temporal output of retinal progenitor cells in the mouse ([@r21]). Casz1 expression in retinal progenitor cells increases as development proceeds, and we found that Casz1 has a role in promoting rod production from these progenitors. Intriguingly, Casz1 remains expressed in rods and cones upon differentiation, suggesting that it might have a functional role in photoreceptors. Accordingly, we found that genetic ablation of *Casz1* in retinal progenitors led to the formation of retinas that subsequently degenerated over a period of ∼8--12 mo ([@r21]), but it remained unclear whether this was due to a role of *Casz1* in photoreceptors or was simply a consequence of *Casz1* inactivation in progenitors.

To distinguish between these possibilities, we conditionally ablated *Casz1* specifically in maturing rod photoreceptors. We show that this leads to a similarly slow retinal degeneration, demonstrating that *Casz1* is required to maintain long-term survival of differentiated rods. Importantly, we find that *Casz1* is necessary and sufficient to control rod photoreceptor nuclear organization. At the mechanistic level, Casz1 is required to oppose the function of the nuclear lamina and acts, at least in part, by suppressing lamin A/C expression. Our data suggest a role for Casz1 in maintaining the organization of the rod photoreceptor genome, thereby safeguarding the rod transcriptome.

Results {#s1}
=======

Casz1 Is a Nuclear Protein in Mouse Photoreceptors. {#s2}
---------------------------------------------------

We and others have previously reported that *Casz1* mRNA and protein are expressed in differentiating and mature rod and cone photoreceptors within the murine and *Xenopus* retina ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]). More recently, it was suggested that Casz1 protein localization in photoreceptors is predominantly cytoplasmic, as the protein was observed to encircle the nuclei of murine rods ([@r24]). However, this interpretation did not take into account the unusual inverted chromatin organization of rod photoreceptors found in many nocturnal animals ([@r7]), in which the euchromatin is located in a thin ring just beneath the nuclear lamina ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![Casz1 is a nuclear protein in photoreceptors. (*A*) Airyscan confocal images of mature rod and cone photoreceptors distinguished by staining for the cone photopigment S-opsin. (*B*) Airyscan confocal images of rods and cones costained for Casz1 or Otx2. (Scale bars: *A*, 5 μm; *B*, 2 μm.) (*C*) Magnified (5,000×) view of a rod photoreceptor shown in *B*. (*D* and *E*) Schematic of cone (conventional) (*D*) and rod (inverted) (*E*) nuclear organization. IS, inner segments; PRL, photoreceptor layer. (Scale bars: *A*, 5 μm; *B*, 2 μm.)](pnas.1803069115fig01){#fig01}

To determine where Casz1 protein was localized within the photoreceptor nucleus, we performed superresolution confocal microscopy on adult retinas stained using antibodies that we previously validated on *Casz1*-KO tissue ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r21]). We additionally costained for the homeodomain transcription factor Otx2, which plays a central role in photoreceptor gene expression and localizes to the euchromatin at the nuclear periphery ([@r25], [@r26]). We found that Casz1 colocalized with Otx2 and Hoechst in the nuclear periphery of rods ([Fig. 1 *B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Casz1 was expressed at slightly higher levels in cone photoreceptors, again colocalizing with Otx2 ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that Casz1 is enriched in the euchromatic domain of mouse photoreceptor nuclei.

![Genetic ablation of *Casz1* in rod photoreceptors leads to degeneration. (*A* and *B*) Casz1 immunohistochemical staining in adult *Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^ retinas (*A*) or *Casz1 Rod-cKO* (*Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^; *LMOP::Cre*^*+*^) retinas (*B*). Loss of Casz1 protein is observed in most of the cells within the photoreceptor layer (PRL). However, cone photoreceptors retain protein expression as predicted (arrowheads). (*C* and *D*) Retinal sections from 1-y-old *Casz1 Rod-cKO* mice. Photoreceptor degeneration is shown by the thinning of the photoreceptor layer and obvious gliosis detected by the up-regulation of GFAP. (Magnification: *A*--*D*, 400×.) (*E*--*L*) Quantification of photoreceptor degeneration in *Casz1 Rod-cKO* or progenitor cKO (*Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^; *αPax6::Cre+*) mice. (*E*--*L*) Loss of rod cells was measured by quantitating the thickness of the photoreceptor layer (*E*, *G*, *I*, and *K*) or by counting the number of rods found in columns spanning the apico--basal axis (*F*, *H*, *J*, and *L*), using defined regions of the central or peripheral retina (*E*--*J*). In *Casz1 Rod-cKO* mice, loss of rod cells was not detectable at 30 d or 6 mo but reached statistical significance at 1 y. As reported previously ([@r21]), rod degeneration was also observed in aged *Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^; *α-Pax6::Cre*-cKO mice (*K* and *L*), in which Cre is expressed specifically in the peripheral retina during retinal development. ns, not significant. \**P* \<0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. The full statistics are presented in [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental).](pnas.1803069115fig02){#fig02}

Casz1 Is Required for Long-Term Photoreceptor Survival. {#s3}
-------------------------------------------------------

We previously reported that genetic ablation of *Casz1* in retinal progenitors led to developmental cell fate-specification defects, followed by photoreceptor degeneration after 8--12 mo ([@r21]). Since *Casz1* was deleted in the progenitors that give rise to photoreceptors, this degeneration could have been a consequence of aberrant development or could reflect a distinct role for *Casz1* in mature photoreceptor survival. To distinguish between these possibilities, we introduced a transgene driving Cre under the control of a *Rhodopsin* regulatory element (*LMOP*) ([@r27]) into our floxed *Casz1* conditional mutant line ([@r21], [@r28]). Using recombination reporter alleles, we previously confirmed that the *LMOP::Cre* transgene is specifically expressed in rod photoreceptors beginning at around postnatal day (P)9 ([@r27], [@r29]). We harvested control and *Casz1* rod-specific conditional knockout (*Rod-cKO*) retinas and confirmed via immunohistochemistry that Casz1 protein staining was lost specifically in rods ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we harvested retinas at various time points and examined them histologically. Similar to our observations after progenitor ablation, loss of *Casz1* in differentiated rod photoreceptors caused a slow retinal degeneration characterized by reduced thickness of the photoreceptor layer and gliosis in 1-y-old animals ([Fig. 2 *C* and *D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). To quantitate these results, we measured the thickness of the photoreceptor layer in microns and additionally counted the number of rows of nuclei within the photoreceptor layer. Both of these measures accurately reflect the overall photoreceptor cell number ([@r30], [@r31]). No significant change in photoreceptor cell layer thickness was detected in 1-mo-old and 6-mo-old animals ([Fig. 2 *E*--*H*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)), but 12-mo-old *Casz1 Rod-cKO* mice exhibited a significant reduction in photoreceptor layer thickness ([Fig. 2 *I* and *J*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) that was quantitatively similar to the degeneration previously observed using the progenitor-specific driver ([Fig. 2 *K* and *L*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

To understand how Casz1 modifies the transcriptome before degenerative death, we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) on wild-type versus *Casz1*-mutant retinal cells at P2. The results of this experiment confirmed that photoreceptor gene expression was compromised in the absence of *Casz1* before degeneration ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Taken together, these data demonstrate that *Casz1* safeguards photoreceptor cell gene expression and survival.

Casz1 Interacts with Polycomb Repressor Complex Proteins. {#s4}
---------------------------------------------------------

We next attempted to define a molecular pathway responsible for Casz1-dependent effects on cell survival. Previous proteomic work suggested that Casz1 proteins can associate with polycomb proteins, including Rnf2 (Ring1b) ([@r32]). Accordingly, we found that Casz1 coimmunoprecipitated with Rnf2 when expressed in 293T cells. However, only the shorter Casz1v2 (Casz1b) splice variant immunoprecipitated Rnf2; the longer Casz1v1 protein did not ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, Casz1v2 could be reciprocally immunoprecipitated by Rnf2 ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). L3mbtl3, another protein present in complexes containing Casz1 and Rnf2 ([@r32]), was also immunoprecipitated when coexpressed with Casz1v2 ([Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![Casz1 interacts with the polycomb repressor complex in rod photoreceptors. (*A*) Casz1 immunoprecipitations (IP) from cotransfected 293 cells contain Rnf2. Only the Casz1v2 immunoprecipitation contains Rnf2 protein. (*B*) Reverse immunoprecipitation of Casz1v2 using an antibody recognizing Rnf2. (*C*) Casz1 immunoprecipitations from cotransfected 293 cells contain L3mbtl3. (*D*) Casz1 immunoprecipitations generated via the RIME workflow ([@r33]) from adult retinal nuclear extracts contain the polycomb proteins Suz12 and Rnf2. (*E*) The interaction between Casz1 and Rnf2 is maintained when genomic DNA is degraded with benzonase. (*F* and *G*) Colocalization of Casz1, Rnf2, and the polycomb mark H2AK119ub1 in adult photoreceptors. (Magnification: *F* and *G*, 1,890×.)](pnas.1803069115fig03){#fig03}

To determine whether Casz1 interacts with polycomb proteins in vivo, we next immunoprecipitated Casz1 from adult retinas, where it is expressed almost exclusively in rods ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Despite robust mRNA expression, we found that full-length Casz1 isoforms could not be detected from retinal lysates using conventional methodology (data not shown), echoing difficulties previously encountered with immunohistochemistry ([@r21]). To assist the retrieval of Casz1 protein, we therefore performed cross-linking--assisted immunoprecipitation using the rapid immunoprecipitation mass spectrometry of endogenous proteins (RIME) proteomic workflow ([@r33]). Using this approach, Rnf2 was very robustly immunoprecipitated from retinal nuclear extracts using Casz1 antibodies ([Fig. 3 *D* and *E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Suz12, another polycomb protein associated with polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), was also immunoprecipitated by Casz1 ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The Mi2/Nurd effector protein Hdac2 had been repeatedly shown to interact with Casz1-containing protein complexes ([@r32], [@r34]), and we accordingly observed that retinal Casz1 immunoprecipitated Hdac2 ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the Casz1/Rnf2 interaction was not altered when DNA was degraded using benzonase, suggesting that the proteins were not tethered together by DNA ([Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we examined the expression of Rnf2 and its target histone modification H2AK119ub1 in adult retinas using antibodies previously validated on mutant cells ([@r35], [@r36]). We found that both Rnf2 and H2AK119ub1 colocalized with Casz1 in the nuclear periphery of rods ([Fig. 3 *F* and *G*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the Casz1v2 isoform forms complexes with transcriptional corepressors, including polycomb.

Casz1 Regulates Nuclear Lamina Function. {#s5}
----------------------------------------

To examine the functional effects of Casz1 on rod photoreceptors, we first overexpressed both *Casz1v1* and *Casz1v2* splice forms in rods by electroporating postnatal retinal explants with the pCIG2 expression vector, which allows us to mark all transfected cells simultaneously via an IRES2-EGFP cassette. Explants were allowed to develop for 2 wk, and the resultant rods were examined in retinal sections. We noted striking effects of *Casz1v2* on rods, with transfected cells exhibiting a clear bias to localize their nuclei to the basal side of the photoreceptor layer, adjacent to the outer plexiform layer ([Fig. 4 *G*--*I*, *S*, and *T*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Opposite effects were observed when RNAi was used to knock down Casz1 or polycomb proteins such as Ring1a or Rnf2, where transfected cell somas migrated to the apical side of the layer ([Fig. 4 *J*--*O*, *S*, and *T*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the effect of Casz1v2 overexpression was blocked by knocking down Rnf2, indicating that Casz1v2 depends on Rnf2 to control rod nuclear position ([Fig. 4 *P*--*T*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Casz1 and polycomb control rod nuclear position. P0/P1 retinal explants were transfected with the indicated constructs and cultured for 2 wk to allow rods to be produced. Explants were then harvested, sectioned, and imaged (*A*, *D*, *G*, *J*, *M*, and *P*; magnification: 630×). Each photoreceptor layer was divided into four equal-sized bins, and the centroid position of each rod nucleus was plotted (*B*, *E*, *H*, *K*, *N*, and *Q*). Rods were considered strongly transfected (strong) if they exhibited pixel saturation under the imaging conditions. These cells are indicated by larger circles in the plots; weaker transfected cells are indicated by smaller circles. Colors correspond to different experimental replicates. The proportion of total or strongly transfected rod nuclei within each of the four bins was then obtained (*C*, *F*, *I*, *L*, *O*, and *R*). (*S* and *T*) Comparison of total (*S*) or strongly transfected (*T*) rods. The indicated statistical inferences reflect multivariate comparisons via one-way ANOVA and Tukey's post hoc test for a given bin between all other experimental treatments. Bins 2 and 3 were not analyzed statistically. pCIG2, Casz1v1, and Casz1v2 were not included in the ANOVA and are reproduced here only for visual comparison ([Fig. 7](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, significantly different versus control.](pnas.1803069115fig04){#fig04}

It is well known that the apico--basal nuclear position in the photoreceptor layer is regulated by the nuclear lamina. Basal migration of photoreceptor nuclei is associated with disruption of lamina components such as laminB2, Sun1/2, Syne2, and associated dynein motors ([@r37][@r38][@r39][@r40][@r41]--[@r42]). We thus predicted that Casz1 might affect the expression of lamina proteins. As expected, whereas rods transfected with an empty RNAi control vector exhibited no lamin A/C expression and no alteration in Lbr levels ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)), rods transfected with shRNA constructs targeting Ring1, Rnf2, or Casz1 up-regulated lamin A/C ([Fig. 5 *B* and *C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2 *B* and *C*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Importantly, no cones were targeted by postnatal transfections, in accordance with previous reports, due to the exclusively embryonic temporal window for cone generation ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r43], [@r44]).

![Up-regulation of lamin A/C is associated with polycomb or Casz1 loss of function. (*A*--*C*) Airyscan confocal images of retinal explants transfected with control constructs or shRNA constructs targeting Ring1 or Rnf2. Arrowheads mark heterochromatin contacting the nuclear lamina specifically in transfected cells. (*D*--*F*) Airyscan confocal analysis of lamin A/C or Lbr expression in *Casz1*-cKO retinas generated using the *α-Pax6::Cre* driver. The central retina does not express Cre during development and serves as an internal control (*D*). (*E* and *F*) Arrows mark lamin A/C up-regulation in basally located rod nuclei. The arrowhead in *F* marks an apically localized cone nucleus, which normally expresses lamin A/C. (Magnification: *A*--*C*, 6,300×; *D* and *E*, 945×; *F*, 3,150×.)](pnas.1803069115fig05){#fig05}

To confirm that the observed up-regulation of lamin A/C was due to specific knockdown of Ring1 or Rnf2 rather than off-target effects, we overexpressed Mysm1, which deubiquitinates H2AK119 in opposition to Ring1 and Rnf2 ([@r45]). Accordingly, Mysm1 likewise led to the up-regulation of lamin A/C expression ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*D*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). We also confirmed that the apical nuclear position phenotype triggered by shRnf2 could be rescued by coexpressing it with a human Rnf2 construct that was mismatched with the shRNA hairpin due to evolutionary divergence ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)).

We next examined *Casz1*-cKO rods generated using the retinal progenitor *α--Pax6::Cre* driver ([@r46]). Within the central retina, where the Cre driver is generally not expressed during development, we found that, as previously reported ([@r8], [@r47]), lamin A/C expression was confined to cones, which localize apically in the photoreceptor layer ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Conversely, many more photoreceptors expressed lamin A/C in the peripheral retina ([Fig. 5 *E* and *F*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), where the Cre driver is most highly expressed during development ([@r46]). Many of these cells were very clearly rods, based on their nuclear morphology and more basal nuclear position ([Fig. 5 *E* and *F*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Lamin A/C^+^ rods also lacked expression of cone markers ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *B* and *C*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Thus, loss of either *Casz1* or its polycomb cofactors results in the ectopic up-regulation of lamin A/C.

To determine whether lamin A/C was sufficient to explain the observed nuclear position effects, we overexpressed N-terminal GFP-fusion proteins encoding lamin A (prelamin A) and progerin, a lamin variant harboring a C-terminal truncation, but found that these constructs had no effect on nuclear position ([Fig. 6 *A*--*N*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). We additionally overexpressed a construct encoding an untagged version of lamin A in photoreceptors using explant electroporation. Surprisingly, we found that untagged lamin A was sufficient to force localization of photoreceptor soma to the apical side of the neural retina ([Fig. 6 *J*--*N*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggested that the N-terminal GFP tag was function blocking. Both tagged and untagged lamin A proteins localized correctly to the nuclear periphery, although the GFP-lamin A construct generated protein inclusions that were not apparent in cells transfected with the untagged version ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). We conclude that lamin A is sufficient to promote apical migration of photoreceptor nuclei.

![Lamin A controls rod nuclear position. (*A*--*L*) P0 Retinal explants were transfected with the indicated constructs and cultured for 2 wk to allow rods to be produced. Explants were then harvested, sectioned, and imaged. Note that the EGFP signal in *D* and *G* is fused directly to lamin A, whereas the EGFP signal in *A* and *J* is coexpressed from an IRES cassette. Each photoreceptor layer was divided into four equal-sized bins, and the centroid position of each rod nucleus was plotted as detailed in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}. (Magnification: *A*, *D*, *G*, and *J*, 630×.) (*M* and *N*) Comparison of total (*M*) or strongly transfected (*N*) rods. The indicated statistical inferences reflect multivariate comparisons via one-way ANOVA and Tukey's post hoc test for a given bin versus all other experimental treatments. Bins 2 and 3 were not analyzed statistically. ^†^*P* \< 0.0001, significantly different from all other treatments; ^‡^*P* \< 0.001, significantly different from all other treatments; ^§^*P* \< 0.05, significantly different from all other treatments. (*O*) Model for the effects of Casz1 and lamin A on nuclear position. Casz1v2 opposes the function of the nuclear lamina, leading to basal localization of the rod nucleus. Lamin A promotes apical nuclear localization and is dominant over Casz1v2.](pnas.1803069115fig06){#fig06}

In addition to nuclear position, the lamina also regulates heterochromatin tethering ([@r8]). In the absence of functional lamina tethers such as Lbr, cells undergo chromatin inversion in which chromocenters relocalize to the center of the nucleus instead of maintaining their default localization at the nuclear envelope ([@r7], [@r8]). Previous work using transgenic mice had shown that lamin C was not sufficient to affect chromatin inversion, but the role of lamin A was not explored.

To assess the effects of lamin A on chromatin inversion, we electroporated retinas of P0 mice in vivo and harvested the tissues 6 wk later, when rod chromatin inversion is complete. Whereas control or GFP-Lamin A overexpression had little to no effect on chromatin inversion ([Fig. 7 *A*--*F*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}), a striking blockade of chromatin inversion was observed in rods overexpressing untagged lamin A ([Fig. 7 *C*--*F*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). While the proportion of the nucleus occupied by heterochromatin was reduced by only ∼20% ([Fig. 7*D*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)), both the number of chromocenters and the proportion of chromocenters contacting the nuclear lamina were significantly increased compared with control or GFP-lamin A ([Fig. 7 *E* and *F*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). These data show that lamin A is a powerful suppressor of chromatin inversion.

![Lamin A/C is sufficient to block the inversion of rod nuclear architecture. (*A*--*C*) Retinas were transfected in vivo at P0, and rods were allowed to differentiate and mature over 6 wk. Retinas were then harvested, and nuclei were visualized via Hoechst staining. Arrowheads mark transfected cells. Note that GFP in *B* is fused directly to lamin A, whereas the mCherry/GFP signal in *A* and *C* is coexpressed from an IRES cassette. (Magnification: *A*--*C*, 1,890×.) (*D*--*F*) Quantitation of heterochromatin area (*D*), the number of chromocenters present per rod nucleus (*E*), and the percentage of chromocenters contacting the nuclear lamina (*F*). (*G* and *H*) Transmission electron micrographs of 1-y-old *Casz1*-cKO rods. Arrows mark aberrant lamina/heterochromatin contacts. (Scale bar, 2 μm.) (*I* and *J*) Quantitation of the percentage of the nuclear area occupied by heterochromatin (*I*) and the number of lamina/heterochromatin contacts per nucleus (*J*). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, significantly different versus control; *n* = 3.](pnas.1803069115fig07){#fig07}

The strong effects elicited by lamin A overexpression led us to revisit *Casz1*-cKO rods, which up-regulate lamin A/C ([Fig. 5 *E* and *F*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3 *B* and *C*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). While increased chromocenter/lamina contacts had been observed in Casz1/polycomb RNAi electroporations ([Fig. 5 *B* and *C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S2 and S3*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)), defects in *Casz1*-mutant rods were not easy to detect at adult stages in vivo using confocal or even Airyscan superresolution microscopy. The only discernable effect was that some mutant rod nuclei appeared to be slightly more disordered than in controls. However, this defect was much more apparent when rods were visualized with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). We examined *Casz1*-cKO rods from the peripheral retinas of *Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^; *α-Pax6::Cre*-cKO animals, where Cre is expressed ([@r46]), and compared these with rods from the peripheral retinas of Cre^−^ animals. We found that *Casz1*-cKO rods exhibited highly eccentric heterochromatin in comparison with littermate controls ([Fig. 7 *G* and *H*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}). This manifested as a significant reduction in the overall proportion of the nucleus occupied by heterochromatin ([Fig. 7*I*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Chromocenter/lamina contacts were also increased by approximately twofold in the *Casz1*-KO animals ([Fig. 7*J*](#fig07){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Taken together, these results indicate that Casz1/polycomb function is required for lamin A/C repression in rods, thereby ensuring normal nuclear positioning and chromatin inversion.

Casz1 Is Sufficient to Induce Aspects of Photoreceptor Nuclear Organization in Fibroblasts. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated whether Casz1 might contribute directly to chromatin inversion. We first misexpressed control, Casz1v1, or Casz1v2 in immature rods via explant electroporation at P0 and studied nuclear organization at P14, when all rods have been born but their chromatin inversion is not yet completed. While control and Casz1v1 transfections had no effect on rod nuclei organization, Casz1v2 dramatically accelerated chromatin inversion ([Fig. 8 *A*--*C*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we wondered whether Casz1 would be capable of reorganizing heterochromatin in nonphotoreceptor cells. We analyzed progenitor cells, which constitute the majority of transfected cells, 3 d after electroporation at P0. Progenitors overexpressing *Casz1v2* exhibited centralized and enlarged chromocenters similar to those found in mature rods, whereas control transfections had no effect ([Fig. 8 *D* and *E*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether these large central chromocenters represented the merging of preexisting heterochromatin or instead reflected de novo production, we performed quantitative microscopy. We found that progenitors overexpressing *Casz1v2* had a decreased mean number of chromocenters per nucleus and a significantly larger nuclear area than control cells ([Fig. 8 *F* and *G*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Finally, the percentage of chromocenters touching the nuclear periphery was significantly reduced in cells transfected with *Casz1v2* compared with controls ([Fig. 8*H*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}).

![Casz1 is sufficient for aspects of inverted nuclear organization. Retinal explants were transfected at P0 and cultured for 14 d (*A*--*C*) or 3 d (*D* and *E*) in vitro with the indicated constructs. Transfected cells were identified by EGFP expression and analyzed for the expression of Casz1. DNA was stained with Hoechst dye. There is little endogenous Casz1 expression in retinal progenitors at ∼P4, as we previously reported ([@r21]). (*F*--*H*) Hoechst staining in transfected cells was quantitatively analyzed for the percentage of the nuclear area occupied by chromocenters (*F*), the average number of chromocenters per nucleus (*G*), and the percentage of chromocenters contacting the nuclear margin (*H*). \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.001; *n* = 3 independent experiments. (*I*--*K*) 3T3 fibroblasts were transfected with the indicated constructs and harvested after 72 h. Cells were subjected to immunocytochemistry for Casz1 and lamin A/C, and nuclei were visualized Hoechst staining. (*L*--*N*) Summary of data and working model. (Magnification: *A*--*E* and *I*--*K*, 1890×.) (*L*) In rods, the *Lmna* gene is coated by the repressive polycomb mark H3K27me3 and is transcriptionally silent ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r66], [@r67]). Casz1 interacts with the polycomb protein Rnf2 and contributes to *Lmna* repression and thereby chromatin inversion. Nuclear position within the photoreceptor layer is randomized. (*M*) *Casz1* or polycomb cKO or RNAi leads to the up-regulation of lamin A/C expression. Disruption of rod nuclear organization and degeneration also has been reported in mutants for the polycomb gene *Bmi1* and for *Sca7* ([@r61], [@r73]), although lamin A/C up-regulation has been reported only for the latter ([@r8]). Reintroduction of heterochromatic tethers such as lamin A or Lbr ([@r8]) disrupts the inverted nuclear architecture of rods. In the photoreceptor layer, rod nuclei relocalize to the apical side. (*N*) Casz1 overexpression is sufficient to reorganize the nuclei of heterologous cells even in the presence of lamin A/C. In the photoreceptor layer, rod nuclei localize to the basal side, although lamin A/C is not expressed in rods.](pnas.1803069115fig08){#fig08}

To determine whether Casz1 could reorganize chromatin in nonretinal cells, we overexpressed Casz1 constructs in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. Overexpression of control or Casz1v1 constructs had little effect on nuclear organization, whereas Casz1v2 transfection led to an aggregation and expansion of chromocenters ([Fig. 8 *I*--*K*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). A proportion of cells exhibited nuclei that strikingly resembled those of mature rod nuclei, with a single chromocenter in the middle of the nuclei. In these cells, euchromatin became redistributed to the nuclear periphery, although euchromatic marks often remained depleted at the lamina ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). As lamin A/C is highly expressed in fibroblasts, we examined cells transfected with control or *Casz1v2* constructs for the expression lamin A/C to ask whether nuclear reorganization correlated with effects on lamin A/C levels. We found that lamin A/C remained expressed in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts ([Fig. 8*K*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). We surmise that while *Casz1* is required to silence lamin A/C expression in the retina, Casz1v2 is additionally sufficient to oppose lamina function independently of lamin A/C or Lbr transcriptional repression.

Discussion {#s7}
==========

Photoreceptor cells are among the most metabolically active cells in the body ([@r48]). Probably for this reason, rods and cones are highly sensitive to transcriptomic perturbations. Deficiency in the transcription factors required for activating the rod gene-expression program, such as Crx, Mef2c/d, Neurod1, and Otx2, is associated with photoreceptor cell death and retinal degenerative diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa and cone--rod dystrophy ([@r49][@r50][@r51][@r52][@r53]--[@r54]). Reduction of rod gene expression is associated with cell death in many experimental models, since as many as 50 photoreceptor genes must be expressed at high levels to maintain survival ([@r55], [@r56]).

Murine rod photoreceptors also maintain a highly specialized inverted nuclear organization in which euchromatin is located adjacent to the nuclear lamina and heterochromatin is greatly expanded and centralized ([@r6], [@r7], [@r57], [@r58]). Intriguingly, Crx and Nrl are also essential for establishing higher-order chromosome-looping configurations in both rods and cones ([@r59]), and mutants exhibit macroscopic nuclear disorganization in rods ([@r60][@r61][@r62]--[@r63]). While these transcription factors thus control higher-order genome organization, it seems unlikely that they act directly to control the striking reorganization ([@r7]) and expansion ([@r57], [@r58]) of heterochromatin observed during rod maturation, since both are prominently associated with euchromatin. Our data suggest instead that Casz1 contributes to heterochromatin organization and expansion in rod photoreceptors ([Fig. 8 *L*--*N*](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}).

Casz1 Safeguards Rod Gene Expression. {#s8}
-------------------------------------

While a previous study had concluded that Casz1 protein was localized within the cytoplasm of photoreceptors ([@r24]), we suggest that this finding failed to take into account the unusual nuclear organization of rod photoreceptors. Examination of Casz1 immunohistochemistry using Airyscan confocal microscopy allowed us to resolve Casz1 localization below the Rayleigh diffraction limit, which revealed clear nuclear staining. Moreover, we showed independently that Casz1 protein was associated with transcriptional modifiers such as the polycomb repressor complex and that these cofactors were essential for Casz1-dependent functions. Finally, transcriptome analysis of *Casz1*-cKO cells confirms that rod gene expression is reduced as early as P2 ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)), which likely contributes to the eventual photoreceptor degeneration observed in old retinas. Casz1 was localized to the euchromatin of rods and cones but is prominently localized to the margins of chromocenters in retinal progenitors ([@r21]) or in transfected 3T3 fibroblasts. Further experiments will be required to understand what regulates this shift in nuclear localization.

Lamin A Is Sufficient to Reorganize and Reposition the Rod Photoreceptor Nucleus. {#s9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the effects of Casz1 on the rod photoreceptor nucleus, we examined known determinants of the nuclear lamina. We initially focused on Lbr, since it was the only determinant previously shown to be sufficient to reverse rod chromatin inversion ([@r8]). To our surprise, we observed no obvious effect of Casz1 on Lbr expression in rods; moreover, we found that weak Lbr expression persisted in adult stages. Indeed, the latter observation was recently reported by Hughes et al. ([@r64]), who performed genomic and transcriptomic analysis of sorted rods and cones. They suggested instead that lamin A/C might be the critical determinant of rod chromatin inversion, since the *Lmna* gene is completely silent and becomes inaccessible in differentiated rods. Our reanalysis of published RNA-seq data and our own expression profiling ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)) confirm that Lbr levels fall in accordance with Solovei et al. ([@r8]), at the level of both transcript and protein, and that these levels never reach zero, in accordance with Hughes et al. ([@r64]). We submit that the very low levels of Lbr expressed by adult rods likely fall below a functional threshold.

The clear up-regulation of lamin A/C in both *Casz1*-KO and polycomb RNAi was nevertheless perplexing, as lamin C had previously been shown to have no effect on chromatin inversion ([@r8]). Moreover, it had been suggested that lamin A is not expressed in neurons ([@r65]). However, when examining published RNA-seq data ([@r66], [@r67]), we observed that lamin A was quantitatively the dominant transcript in cone photoreceptors ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). Accordingly, when we expressed lamin A in rods, we found that it was sufficient to reorganize rod chromatin architecture and reposition the nucleus to the apical side of the photoreceptor layer. That these activities are specific to lamin A and not lamin C is in agreement with human mutations associated with Hutchinson--Guilford progeria syndrome, which abolish the splicing and processing of the lamin A C terminus and concomitantly abrogate heterochromatin tethering ([@r68][@r69]--[@r70]).

While the mechanistic basis for effects on nuclear position remains to be clarified, we note that the apical localization of cone photoreceptors requires linkers of the nucleoskeleton to the cytoskeleton (LINC) proteins ([@r37][@r38]--[@r39], [@r41], [@r42]), suggesting that in rods lamin A/C might provide an anchor for the LINC proteins, allowing them to transmit forces to the nucleus.

While Casz1 regulates the nuclear organization of rods, its role in cone photoreceptors remains to be determined. We hypothesize that *Casz1* might also be required for cone nuclear organization, but the more conventional nuclear architecture of cones is not as simple to analyze using microscopy. Moreover, lamin A/C remains expressed in cones, albeit at low levels, whereas it is undetected in rods. It is therefore possible that Casz1/polycomb simply reduces lamin A/C expression levels in cones. Another possibility is that rod- and cone-specific transcription factors alter the function of Casz1. Rod-specific polycomb complexes have recently been shown to repress cone gene expression ([@r71]), suggesting that Casz1 might conversely function to suppress rod-specific genes in cones. Importantly, we carefully examined rods manipulated via *Casz1* cKO or polycomb RNAi to confirm that lamin A/C up-regulation and nuclear reorganization occur independently of a rod vs. cone fate switch ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)).

Degeneration, lamin A/C up-regulation, and nuclear reorganization appear to be a slow process in *Casz1*-KO retinas, whereas these processes appeared much faster when using RNAi to knockdown Casz1 or polycomb. We suggest that this is probably due to the slow kinetics of Cre-mediated exon excision, as both Cre drivers lead to mosaic recombination. Indeed, we observe many "escaper" cells in the retinas of *Rod-cKO* mutants as late as P300. RNAi manipulations may also lead to lamin A/C up-regulation before rod maturation, whereas the *LMOP::Cre* driver, which is active only from P7 onward ([@r29], [@r72]), may lead to Casz1 inactivation after rods have completed chromatin inversion. Preventing chromatin inversion might thus be more efficient than reversing it.

Cooperation Between Casz1v2 and Polycomb in Regulating Rod Lamina Function. {#s10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We had previously shown that only the Casz1v2 isoform promotes rod production when misexpressed in retinal progenitors ([@r21]). Intriguingly, we find that Casz1v2, but not Casz1v1, associates with polycomb proteins, suggesting a mechanistic basis for the functional differences elicited by the two splice forms. However, this finding is difficult to explain at the structural level, since the amino acid sequence of Casz1v2 is completely represented within the longer Casz1v1 transcript, except for the single amino acid residue at the C terminus of Casz1v2. One possibility is that the longer C-terminal domain of Casz1v1 sterically hinders the interaction with Rnf2.

Polycomb recruitment to the genome is a mysterious and poorly understood subject, and much work remains to be done before concluding that Casz1 regulates this process directly. However, our functional data strongly suggest that Casz1 and polycomb cooperate to regulate the function of the nuclear lamina, acting to suppress the expression of lamin A/C. Accordingly, rods mutant for the polycomb gene *Bmi1* have been shown to exhibit heterochromatin decondensation ([@r73]), which closely resembles the phenotype we found in *Casz1*-KO rods, and polycomb marks are observed on the *Lmna* promoter and gene body in rod-specific ChIP-seq datasets ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r67]). Like Bmi1, Casz1 associates with polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1), which has numerous variants. Interestingly, Samd7, another PRC1-associated protein, was recently shown to suppress cone gene expression in rod photoreceptors ([@r71]). Although lamin A/C is expressed in cones and not rods, we do not see up-regulation of other cone markers in *Casz1*-cKO rods ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)) or in our RNA-seq dataset. Moreover, both *Casz1* and other polycomb mutants degenerate ([@r73][@r74]--[@r75]), whereas *Samd7* mutants do not. These data suggest the existence of multiple PRC1 variants with nonoverlapping functions.

Whether alterations in lamina function can explain the cell death observed here in *Casz1 Rod-cKO* mutants and in retinal polycomb mutants ([@r73], [@r75], [@r76]), the exact molecular mechanism remains to be formally determined. We note, however, that lamin A expression alters the nuclear organization of rods at the macroscopic level. Disorganized nuclear organization was previously shown to lead to defective partitioning of euchromatic genes into heterochromatin in degenerating *Sca7* transgenic rods ([@r61]), where lamin A/C is also up-regulated ([@r8]). Additionally, murine rods normally maintain their euchromatic transcriptional apparatus at the nuclear periphery and perhaps at the nuclear lamina itself ([@r77]). We hypothesize that the conversion of this territory to a suppressive transcriptional environment by lamin A disrupts photoreceptor gene expression, as supported by our RNA-seq analysis of *Casz1*-cKO retinas. This hypothesis is countered by results from Lbr transgenic mice, which do not appear to degenerate, suggesting that nuclear reorganization and degeneration are separable ([@r8]). However, it remains unclear whether the nuclear reorganization triggered by Lbr versus lamin A/C is equivalent. Indeed, Lbr is expressed naturally in rods, whereas lamin A/C is never normally expressed ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental)). More work will be required to determine whether and how gene expression and nuclear organization are linked in *Casz1*-KO rods.

Our results suggest that Casz1 and lamina proteins contribute oppositely to chromatin inversion and that the specific outcome observed depends on protein dosage. For example, overexpressing Casz1v2 led to the precocious inversion and expansion of heterochromatin, both in Lbr^+^ retinal progenitors and immature rods. Casz1v2 misexpression similarly promoted the basal localization of Lbr^+^ rod photoreceptor nuclei in transfected explants. Moreover, overexpressing Casz1 in Lbr^+^ retinal progenitors or lamin A/C^+^ 3T3 fibroblasts likewise led to the expansion and/or aggregation of chromocenters. These data suggest that Casz1 can bypass the effects of lamina tethers to promote aspects of chromatin inversion. On the other hand, overexpression of lamin A reduced heterochromatin area in Casz1^+^ rod photoreceptors and blocked the ability of Casz1 to localize rod nuclei to the basal side of the photoreceptor layer, even when Casz1 was cotransfected. Finally, heterochromatin is maintained in normal configuration in retinal progenitor cells, which express both Casz1 ([@r21]) and Lbr ([@r8]). We suggest that the increasing expression levels of *Casz1v2* observed during retinal development ([@r21]) progressively contribute to chromatin inversion. In the future, it will be of interest to define how exactly Casz1 and lamin A/C expression are opposed at the posttranscriptional level.

In conclusion, this study uncovers Casz1 as a regulator of nuclear architecture essential for cell survival. Since Casz1 is expressed in other types of neurons as well as tissues such as muscle and skin ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]), we propose that it might function similarly to control nuclear organization in many different cell types.

Methods {#s11}
=======

A detailed description of the materials and methods is presented in [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental).

Animal Care. {#s12}
------------

All animal work was performed in accordance with guidelines from the Institut de Recherches Cliniques de Montréal (IRCM) animal care committee and the Canadian Council on Animal Care. CD1 mice were obtained from Taconic. *Casz1*^*Flox/Flox*^ ([@r21]), *α--Pax6::Cre* ([@r46]), *LMOP::Cre* ([@r72]), *IKCre-A* ([@r78]), and *R26-Stop-EYFP* ([@r79]) alleles and genotyping protocols were previously described. (See also [*SI Appendix, Methods* and Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental).) No differences were observed between Cre^−^ and Cre^+^ heterozygote animals, which therefore are referred to as "control" throughout the text and figures. Animals of either sex were used.

Biochemistry. {#s13}
-------------

Immunoprecipitation and Western blotting from cultured cell lines were performed as described previously, with minor modifications ([@r29]). Cross-linking--assisted immunoprecipitation was performed as described ([@r33]). Antibodies and concentrations are presented in [*SI Appendix, Methods* and Table S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental).

Histology. {#s14}
----------

In vivo and ex vivo retinal transfection, tissue fixation, and immunohistochemistry were performed essentially as described ([@r21], [@r29]). Antibodies and concentrations are presented in [*SI Appendix, Methods* and Table S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental). For TEM, 1-y-old animals were perfused with fixative composed of 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde in 100 mM cacodylate buffer (pH 7.0), and 2 mM CaCl~2~. Retinal tissue was passed through an acetone dehydration buffer series, sectioned to 90--100 nm, and imaged using an FEI Tecnai 12 BioTwin instrument. Further details are presented in [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental).

Quantitation and Statistical Analysis. {#s15}
--------------------------------------

Statistical operations were conducted using Microsoft Excel and GraphPad Prism 6 software. To measure nuclear position, the photoreceptor layer of transfected retinal regions was divided into equal-sized bins, each covering 25% of the layer. The nuclear position of transfected cells was then marked, and the proportions of nuclei in each bin were quantitated. To measure heterochromatin and euchromatin areas, regions of the nucleus were traced manually in TEM images or confocal z-planes using the Freehand Selection Tool in the ImageJ (NIH) software package. Measured areas were related to the total area of the nucleus. The *n* values refer to independent experiments or animals as per the text.

RNA-Seq Analysis. {#s16}
-----------------

RNA-seq methods and bioinformatics are described in [*SI Appendix*, *Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1803069115/-/DCSupplemental). Data have been deposited in the GEO database (accession no. GSE115778).
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